
Agency Sees 5x Increase in Collections 
Within 60 Days of Incorporating Finvi’s 
Advanced Segmentation Solution in 
Its Workflow

A Success Story:

AmSher President Seth DeForest and his team 
began using their Finvi collections workflow 
platform in the late 1990s to accommodate 
rapid growth and the need for improved 
reporting capabilities. As AmSher’s portfolios 
continued to bring in more and more accounts 
that weren’t scorable or had very low scores, 
the agency needed new ways to segment and 
get more out of its total portfolio potential. 

“We were working a portfolio for a large 
national telecommunications company, and 
more than 45% of the accounts it placed with 
us monthly had no scores,” Seth said. “We 
needed a solution to help us determine which 
accounts to focus on most. I was invited to test 
Finvi’s persona-based scoring model, and I 
had experience working with members of the 
team in the past. They had always provided 
excellent services, so I figured it was a perfect 
opportunity to give it a chance.”

The Game Changer
A Smart, Evolving Segmentation Strategy

Seth worked with the team to create an 
algorithm tailored to this portfolio of accounts 
and to agency staff. Finvi’s Advanced 
Segmentation solution started collecting data 
and providing weekly updates, allowing the 
AmSher team to make real-time adjustments 
to the scoring models. In less than two weeks, 
AmSher was up and running with a new, 

Third-party collection agency AmSher, founded in 1986, was working a portfolio 
of accounts with nearly 45% having no score. This meant there was no way  
for the agency to determine which accounts in this bucket it should prioritize  
to maximize recovery.
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I started to out collect my previous 
strategy by more than five times in 
less than 60 days. The effect was 
immediate, and it was clearly an 
effective strategy for this portfolio.”

Seth DeForest  |  President, AmSher

http://www.finvi.com


cutting-edge segmentation solution. 
“We probably could have gotten up and 
running faster, but we had other priorities that 
competed internally,” Seth said. “The team 
was extremely responsive and available, with 
frequent phone calls to work quickly through 
any problems that arose.”

Once Finvi’s Advanced Segmentation solution 
was live, its scoring model immediately began 
evolving with AmSher’s business. “As I provided 
more information, the model kept learning, and 
the more information I provided, the better and 
more predictive it would get,” Seth said. “Finvi’s 
Advanced Segmentation solution allowed 
me to further segment accounts in ways that 

I couldn’t before. I started to out collect my 
previous strategy by more than five times in 
less than 60 days. The effect was immediate, 
and it was clearly an effective strategy for this 
portfolio.”

The Result
A Happier, More Productive Team That Meets 
Collection Goals More Easily

In addition to improving the performance 
of various portfolios, Finvi’s Advanced 
Segmentation solution brings further benefits 
to Seth’s organization and staff as a whole.

“As someone who worked as a collector for 
many years, I recognize that our portfolio 
strategy is not only important to our bottom 
line as a collection agency, but also to our 
collectors’ own success and their quality of 

life,” Seth said. “Finvi’s Advanced Segmentation 
solution puts accounts in front of collectors 
and gives them the ability to leverage their 
skillset and get closer to their contributor goal 
from a bonus perspective. The opportunity 
to resolve more accounts ultimately drives 
higher commissions, increasing their financial 
stability and offering an improved quality 
of life for their families. It’s a win-win for our 
company’s bottom line, our staff satisfaction 
and performance, and our clients based on 
what we are able to do for them.”

Since implementing Finvi’s Advanced 
Segmentation solution, AmSher continues to 
expand its use with ease. 

“We established a template for file formats, 
and we continue to update it and put it to work 
with new portfolios in new ways,” Seth says. “It is 
easy for us to update the file format to include 
new fields and to accept new data. I am 
constantly looking at our portfolios for further 
opportunities to leverage it, and it continues to 
perform on everything I throw at it.”

Finvi’s breakthrough AI and machine learning 
technologies help agencies refine their 
contact strategies around the clock to boost 
revenue recovery with fewer contacts. 

Contact your Finvi representative or visit finvi.
com to learn more.

It’s a win-win for our company’s 
bottom line, our staff satisfaction 
and performance, and our clients 
based on what we are able to do 
for them.”

Seth DeForest  |  President, AmSher
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